
INTERNATIONAL 
SUMMER 
WINTER 
PROGRAMS

&
Check our latest programs and come
to Chile to learn about different
topics in a vibrand and exciting
environment
TWO AND THREE WEEK IMMERSION
PROGRAMS

Doing Business
In Latin America
Astronomy and
Solar Energy
Discover Latin
American
Literature and
Learn Spanish

Two or three-week programs
Housing (family or hotel)
Airport Transfer on arrival
Local transport to sight visits
Cultural activities and support
from local UDP students
Food and drinks twice a day
Access to all UDP facilities
(Library, gym, etc.)
Support from UDP student
buddies

PACKAGE
INCLUDES:

Write us at summerschool@mail.udp.cl
for more information and pricing details

internacionaludp

internacional.udp.cl

INTERNATIONAL 
SHORT 
PROGRAMS



Modern high-quality research and teaching
university.
Amongst the top universities with a public and
social commitment.
Leading academics with up-to-date local and
international knowledge in their field, connected
with the industry and local government.
Recognized as top 3 in Latin America in the Times
Higher Education Young Universities Ranking.

ABOUT THE PROGRAMS

The programme will explore diverse topics such as
the Chilean entrepreneurial ecosystem, Latin
American socioeconomic context, international
trade, consumer trends and insights and sustainable
innovation in multilatinas, though the expertise of
leading academic scholars and professional experts
in the field.

Doing Business In
Latin America

Astronomy and Solar
Energy
In this course, fully taught in English, you will
understand the power of the light during day and
night and also you will explore how the daylight and
solar energy is used in Chile to power it´s transition
towards sustainable energy. 

In this course there will be a combination of Spanish
classes with readings and discussions of works of
fiction and poetry that inform the reader of the
place of the human being in relation to nature,
community and history with emphasis on idealized
societies in Latin America.

Discover Latin
American Literature
and Learn Spanish

LOCAL VISITS

WHY CHILE?

WHY UDP?

Almost 70% of the capacity for observing the
universe is located in Chile
Chile has the highest level of solar incidence and
is the sight of Latin America ́s first solar thermal
plant.
Chile is positioned as a Latin American Hub when
it comes to trade and business
A solid economic foundation and OECD's highest
ranking in south american economy
Chile has 25 international trade agreement with
more than 64 countries in the world

Antofagasta or La Serena (depending on climate
conditions in winter or summer)
Sight visits in Santiago to ESO, local observatories
such as Manuel Foster at San Cristobal Hill.

Isla Negra, Valparáiso and Viña del Mar
Santa Cruz
The vineyard of Concha y Toro

Chilean Coastal Area (Valparaíso, Viña del Mar,
Isla Negra)
Cajón de Mapo
sites withint the Metropolitan area of Santiago

ASTRONOMY AND SOLAR ENERGY:

DOING BUSINESS IN LATIN AMERICA:

DISCOVER LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURA AND
LEARN SPANISH: 

https://internacional.udp.cl/cms/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/230317_AstronomiaInternacional-TripticoWeb-3.pdf

